Danish silver hollow ware of this period was often decorated with amber, and leading Danish designers such as Th. Bindesbøll, Kai Bojesen and Holger Kyster liked to use this combination of materials. Amber could be used in an elegant and restrained manner, stylistically suited to the shape of the work, or the silversmith might choose to play around, as when Kai Bojesen used four pieces of amber to form a stone barrow on the lid of a box.

Many Danish artists and designers worked closely together as well as with colleagues from abroad. In general, they all worked with the same long, curving shapes which developed into patterns that often were organic in nature.

In terms of the goldsmith’s art in Denmark, around 1900 jewellers developed a preference for using amber as ornamental stones in the silverware typical of the era.

All the copious literature on amber, including the oldest myths and legends born in ancient times, reflects an age-long process of its investigation, leading from mystery to knowledge.

Amber is one of the rare creations of nature. As far back as hoary antiquity it used to amaze the people’s mind and to stimulate their imagination by its mysterious specific properties. Though as hard as stone, amber can be easily polished and it would gleam in the rays of the sun with its marvellous inner radiance. The things that caused the greatest wonder were various insects and fragments of vegetation found in amber, completely the same as met with in everyday environment. This might have been the reason why amber was cloaked in a shroud of mystery and mysticism from time immemorial.

Throughout ages investigators made efforts to unveil that halo of mystery. The first attempts are witnessed by ancient myths and legends. Later on, amber drew the attention of prominent ancient authors and poets. Thales of Mileus was the first to describe electric properties of amber, comparing them to magnet’s tractive force, and the famous Aristotle was the first who explicitly highlighted a resonious origin of amber. The Greek traveller Pytheus of Massilia after the greatest travel in ancient times from the Mediterranean Sea to the Scandinavian coast was the first to see and describe the washed-ashore amber, which was found in the sea grass by the natives and sold to their neighbours Træum. The latter used to deliver it to Gallia, the final destination being Massilia. It was Plinius Maior, a Roman historian, who gathered and systematized the most exhaustive information on amber, its origin, deposits and trade routes. When generalizing the elucidations presented by a great number of authors and the travellers’ fantastic stories, he was the first to expressly state that amber had originated from the resin of pine trees. Since the survived written texts by ancient and early medieval authors have not been consistently systematized up to the present time, it is expedient to survey them in a more consistent way.

Amber in Ancient and Early Medieval Written Sources

The Assyrian ruler Assur-nasir-apal sent his people to the Land of Amber, where the seas wash amber ashore like copper…” (Assyrian inscription on an obelisk (the British Museum). Early 883, AD).

The earliest information on amber can be found in various legends and tales, which are usually referred to myths. The myths, which emerged from folklore, reflect the efforts of the people in primitive and tribal epochs to solve the mystery of the origin of amber. In the epoch, when people worshipped the phenomena of nature, amber was also imbued with some supernatural properties. In articles were mainly used for worship purposes. With the transition from tribal to a slave-owning system, amber articles as the symbol of nature worship...
(mainly the Sun’s cult) passed to the worship attributes of the rulers. Ancient Egyptians used amber as a sign of divinity or deity. It is witnessed by archaeologists as being of the same era as the Canaanites (21st century BC) and other contemporaries. In the Aegean world, amber was also regarded to be the symbol of the Sun. Its name Helikon was derived from the name of the sun god Helios reaching Homer’s times, though its more ancient etymology was traced to the Greek word Elektron, meaning resin.

In ancient Greece this name (possibly borrowed from Phoenicians) acquired the name of the mythologicalized Sun deity Elektron.

The oldest monument of ancient literature that reached our epoch and where mention of amber articles is made – Homer’s (8th-7th cent. BC) poem Odyssey [1].

In Book 4 amber is mentioned as the symbol of luxury in slave-owners’ palaces:

70. ‘Son of Nestor, you who delight my heart, only look at the gleaming of the bronze all through these echoing mansions, and the gleaming of gold and amber, of silver and of ivory...’ (Transl. R. Lattimore)

In Book 15 amber is mentioned as an object of trade. Here one discovers that it was Phoenician merchant who used to bring amber articles to ancient Greek towns:

415. ‘There came Phoenician men, famous sea farers, gapers at other men’s goods, with countless pretty things stowed in their black ship.’ (Transl. R. Lattimore).

460. ‘...with a golden necklace, and it was strong with pieces of amber. Now in the hall the serving women with the lady my mother were turning it in their hands and eating it and offering...’ (Transl. R. Lattimore).

In Book 18 amber articles are mentioned as an expensive present for one’s beloved:

295. ‘Eurymacho’s men came back with an elaborate necklace of gold, strong with bits of amber, and bright as sunshine.’ (Transl. R. Lattimore).

There is also a narration from later epochs after Homer’s hymn to Apollo, where amber beads were promised to the goddess Eileithyia.

2. ‘He followed the goddess’ advice and promised Eileithyia to give her an elaborate, nine inches long, string of gold beads decorated with amber in order to make Eileithyia happy to Delos.’ (Transl. R. Lattimore)

Another Greek poet HESIODUS (8th cent. BC) in his poem Thogonias describes Heracles’ shield decorated with a piece of shiny amber symbolizing the might of the Sun deity.

In ancient scholarly writings, the natural properties of amber were first described by Thales of Milete (649-546 BC), a prominent philosopher, scientist and mathematician of the early 6th century AD, called by the Greeks as one of the seven sages of the world. He described a specific peculiarity of polished amber – after rubbing it, to attract small and light things. Thales was the first to compare amber’s friction with magnetic properties.

The word ‘electricity’ was later derived from this source.

3. AESCHYLUS (525-456 AD), a Greek tragic poet was the first to write down an ancient myth about the origin of amber. Besides the elements of ancient religion, the mentioned myth also reflects the rudiments of the theory about the natural origin of amber. Its content is as follows:

‘Once Phaethon, the son of Helios, got permission to drive the Sun’s chariot. He was boldly driving the fiery chariot along the blue dome of heaven. But the young man got dizzy in unfamiliar expanses, and his weak hands failed to rule the Sun’s winged horses. The fiery chariot got so close to the earth that the latter nearly caught fire.

When the heat reached Olympus, the angry Zeus sent a lightning and Helios’ courageous son fell dead into the River Rhodanus. Phaethon’s sisters, Heloïdes lamented for their brother so much that the compassion gods changed them into black poplar trees... and their unrestrained tears turned into amber, which fell into the river and was washed ashore by the waves.

This is the origin of amber.’

Later on, the myth about Phaethon – the ‘shining’, the son of Phoea (the Sun’s) and Clymene, reached us in the form of a graceful poetic episode in the book Metamorphoses by the Roman poet Publius Ovidius Naso (44 BC-18 AD).

Another ancient legend witnessing a fantasy-based origin of amber was written down by the famous Greek tragedian SOPHOCLES (497-406 BC) in his book Antigone. 149:

‘Drops of amber – the tears of mysterious Indian birds.

Lamenting over the death of the hero Meleager...’

When surveying the old authors’ opinions on the origin of amber, PLINIUS the Elder, considered the most valuable data of all the earlier researchers, mentions amber in his nine-volume treatise The History of Greek-Persian Wars (Lib. 3, p. 115), wrote only a few sentences:

‘...amber gets to Mediterranean countries together with tin from North European countries. I have never met and seen a man who had seen or heard of the amber (Elektron) and tin (Goniostron) extraction places...’

A more exact place of amber extraction was pinpointed by Aristotle’s disciple THEOPHRASTUS (372-287 BC) in his treatise on mineralogy. Unfortunately, only a few short fragments have reached our times. Phoenicians and Ionians were the first to learn from them.

‘Theophrastus informs that amber is obtained from Liguria. In Theophrastus’ times, Liguria was a very rich Greek province with its centre Massilia, which was famous as a large trade centre. It was from this city that the well-known trader PITYHEAS (4th cent. BC) started on his travel to the ‘Tin’ and ‘Amber lands in 350-320 BC.

One of the greatest geographical discoveries is associated with Pytheas’ legendary expedition, when a man of ancient civilization forced his way as far as distant Thule (present-day Norwegian shores). The disappearance of his report on the journey is one of the greatest losses suffered by geographical sources. Its survived fragments specified valuable amber discovery places, its extraction and trade routes.

5. Pytheas of Massilia reports that Gaidones, one of the Genoese tribes, live in an isthmus called Metanumus stretching for 60,000 stages. From there, it takes one day to reach the island of Abulon by sailboat. In the spring the waves wash amber ashore together with all kinds of grass. The grass is used as fuel instead of wood, and amber is sold to their neighbours Teutons... the Teutons deliver it to the North-Gallic, slaves and from there it gets to Massilia...’

The goal of Pytheas’ expedition to the land of Amber – to collect reliable information on the amber discovery places, hoping to facilitate the transportation of these valuable goods to Massilia in greater quantities. Greek scholars did not believe in the truthfulness of Pytheas’ report and did not appreciate the importance of his scholarly discoveries. Only later, it was geographical discoveries that confirmed and re-established the scholarly significance of his expedition.

Another place from which amber was transported in ancient times was mentioned by the Greek author XENOPHON (about 430-355 BC) in his book Helenica. Plinius informs: [6]

40. ‘...Xenophon says that in Italy amber is called not only sinaxis but also olum and by Syracusans – sauron, because it was also transported from there....’

The application of amber in medical practice goes back to ancient Greece. HIPPOCRATES (460-377 BC), the father of Greek medicine, provided in his treatises information on the healing peculiarities of amber and the methods of its application. This information was later made use of not only by the Romans but also by early medieval scholars. (In A. Ausafier’s monograph on amber (1551) he quotes Hippocrates’ information on amber in medical practice).

Natural properties of amber were described by EURIPIDES (480-406 BC), the leading figure of the Greek drama, a disciple of sophists. Speaking about various features of amber, he highlighted its inner transparent gleam. The outstanding philosopher PLATO (427-347 BC) analysed similar properties of amber and magnet in his work Timaeus.

Valuable ideas on the origin of amber were set forth by ARISTOTLE (384-322 BC), the greatest Greek scholar and encyclopedist, in his treatise Meteorologica (L. G., p. 10).

He was the first to mention a curious origin of amber: ‘...amber just as well as all other bodies called ‘tears’ originated from hardening resin like myrrh incense. The insects in amber prove its formation by way of hardening...’

Murena – fragrant resin widely used in religious ceremonies, medicine in Aristotle’s days. [7]

The bodies from which all the moisture disappears (exuopates) are of an earthly (natural) origin like ceramics or amber, some of those bodies can be softened, e.g. amber...

Due to the fact that Aristotle’s methodological starting point for the studies of nature was physiology, exploring the laws of the emergence, evolution and decay of a natural body, he considered amber ‘tears’ to be nothing but hardened resin.

PASANIAS (2nd cent. BC), a Greek author and traveller, who described a great number of famous Greek cultural monuments, indicated in his work Graeciae descriptio [5, 10] that:

‘A shrine in Olympia against a host of statues and freSCOs boasts one small sculpture made of amber picturing the Emperor Augustus.’

Pausanias proceeded to explain: ‘...amber is a very rare thing, therefore, it is greatly valued. It is completely different from the metal elektron – the gold and silver alloy.’

CALLISTRATUS (mid 2nd cent. BC), a contemporary of Pausanias, also showed his great enough concern for the peculiarities of amber. He called one of its species, which according to him ‘had a tint of gold and looked particularly marvellous before noon, even strongly attracting fire to itself (causing splitting)’, Chryseloscan (Chryseloscan – gold yellowish). He went on saying that ‘...nevertheless, tin and amber were delivered to us from the North.’ Later on, STRABO (63
BC-17 AD), a Roman geographer and historian, de-
spite his criticism levied at Phytheas' works, ac-
nowledged their truth that "...amber as one of the
products is delivered with Britannus tin and
other luxury things..." [IV. 5-25].

A more exact place of amber extraction was pin-
pointed by another Roman historian Diodorus
Siculus (2nd half of the 1st. cent. BC) - 1 quarteer of the
1st AD). He wrote in his Historical Library
"Straight to the North of Scythia, beyond Gallia,
is the Island of Basilia. The waves wash ashore so-
called amber, which nowhere else can be found on
earth... Local inhabitants gather amber and deliver
it to the continental opposite the island. From there
amber is transported to our lands..."

The Roman researcher Plinius Maior (b. 23 -
d. 79 during the eruption of Vesuvius) collected and
systematized thorough information on amber, its ori-
gin and the places of its discovery.

A particularly great scientific importance belongs
to Plinius' work Naturalis historia consisting of 37
books, which include various pieces of information
and fantastic elucidations on the origin of amber col-
lected by other ancient authors and travellers. The work
was published by his cousin Plinius Caecilius Secundus.

Amber is mentioned in Book 6 of the work,
"...Glaesaria (the Island of Amber) was named by
our soldiers, because it was the place where amber
was discovered, but local barbarians called it Austeravia..."

More thorough information on amber, its natu-
ral peculiarities, commercial value, other authors' words,
and the routes of trade in amber is provided
by Plinius in Book 37:

11. "Pytheas informs that Gutones live in an es-
tury (aestuaria)."
12. "As a precious stone it (amber) is so expensive
that people pay more for the smallest figure made of
amber than for a healthy alive man..."

33. CHARLES claims that after Phaeton's death a
shrine was built in Antiochia, where amber was found...

34. Philemon explains that amber is extracted in
Scythia in two places: in one - white and of wax
colour called ceraunum, in another - dark yellow,
known as subicterum.

Demonstrates says that amber forms of the lynx'
urne, namely dark yellow and of fire colour - of the
male and light yellow and white - of the female urne,
therefore, it is called lyncurum and others call it
langurium...Zenothersis called those beasts living at
the River Padas lunga or languria. This is the origin
of its name languerium (simply lyncurum)...

35. "SOTACUS thinks that amber runs out only of
Britain's shores, which he calls Electrodes... Nicias
admits that amber - the dew of sunbeams, lingering at
the sunset on the shores of the ocean in the form of
a rich sweet washed to Germany's shores by the stream
of waves. The same is the origin of amber from Aegeus
called Cerasia and from India... In Syria amber is exploited
for the production of small spindles called harpasus,
because it attracts leaffets, straw and scraps of material..."

39. "THEOCRISTUS admits that amber was
washed ashore by storms in the Parnianus Cape, acknow-
ledged also by XENOCRATUS..."

ASURAS is of the opinion that amber forms in
Lake Cephissis besides the Atlantic Ocean at the time:
when sunbeams heat its surface..."

39. "CETIUS indicates that the River Hypoborus in
India (the name means the river carrying everything
what is good) flows from the North to the East part of
the Ocean at the hill, standing out on the coast of the
Ocean among the shores overgrown with trees (poplars);
the amber dropping from their tops is called psittachora;
it gets from water ashore, where girls come to gather it..."

By way of generalizing the quoted views of many
authors, Plinius proves to them to be unfounded and ex-
plains the natural origin of amber:
42. "Amber is known to be extracted on the islands
of the North Ocean and is called glebairum by German,
therefore, the Romans also called one of the islands
Gleataxania known as Austeravia by barbarians..."

It (amber) forms of the sap of a special species of
pine, like conias from cherry-trees or tar from fir-trees;
its secreted due to the abundance of moisture and it
hardens from cold or with time, or due to the influence of
sea water, when the risen waves carry it from the is-
lands. It is washed ashore so easily that it seems to
be floating in water but not sinking to the bottom. Our
forefathers called it tree-casuim, therefore, they gave the
name macinum to it; the origin of amber from pine spe-
cies is also witnessed by the smell of a rubbed pine
and the fact that if kindled, it burns in the same way like
a smouldering pine sapwood, like all costiers...

Further on, the scholar states that:
44. "...still at present, on the other side of the River
Padas, women and commoners wear amber beads mainly
as adornments and partly as a remedy for the swollen
glands and the throat or palate pains..."

45. "From Carsenum in Pannonia the amber trade is
600000 Roman steps (about 888 km). Up to the
present days is still alive that Roman rider who was
sent there (to the Sambian peninsula) by Julius,
responsible for the games of the Emperor Nero's gladi-
ators, to provide for it (amber). At that time, the mes-
enger visited trade stations commercia and shores. He
brought such a great amount of amber that it sufficed
to decorate the podium's fenses and nets, protecting
from wild beasts, and the stretchers for the diseased.
Even all festive decortations were supporting with amber.
One of the biggest pieces eqalized 13 pounds
(about 4.2 kg)..."

"Germani deliver amber to Pannonia. At first it
was delivered by Venedi called Ernedi by Greeks, be-
cause they lived in the neighbourhood of Pannonia
and later spread all over the coast of the Hadrian Sea...
In the Bay of Codanus up to the Cape Cimbrica (Skagen)
there are a lot of islands the largeness of which is
Scagnatina; its area is still unknown. The part of
already known island is inhabited by Hilleviones, who
call their island as another world. No smaller is
Aeninga. According to other data, this country
stretches up to the Vinula and is inhabited by Sarmati,
Venedi, Sciri and Hiriti. The sea bay is called Cyldenus.
The island of Latris is at its Strait. Further beyond
there it is another bay called Lagusum and it stretches
to the end of Cimbrica. A narrow belt of earth stretches
far into the sea and forms a peninsula called Tattsis."

One finds it easy to recognize the Baltic Eastern
coasts in this laconism description by Plinius, where
the Roman rider visited trade centres belonging to
the inhabitants of Sambitia. What makes one wonder
is a huge amount of amber transported through all
central Europe to Rome.

The mentioned fact evidently proves that the "Am-
ber Road" stretching from the Vinula via Carnuntum
up to Aquileia was sufficiently provided with trans-
port, and the barter trade in amber was well organized.

According to Plinious:
"The amber mostly amber which, if burnt for a while dif-
fuses a pleasant smell, now waxen or dark (faber major auritoria) amber was more valued by the Ro-
man than transparent, slightly glossy (purpurina vinicina ardens flagrante), which made possible to see
looking through it not fire but only its reflection..."

"...The most favourite amber was of a transparent
Falenian wine colour. It was the most expensive...
Amber used to be made brighter (more transparent)
immersing it in goat's heated fat with Anchusa
(Anchusa tetrica root)."

CORNELIUS TACITUS (55-120), a Roman his-
torian, when describing various nations and their geo-
graphical situation in his work Germania [8], mentioned
Lithuanians' ancestors - Arei, calling them Arei
(artaeem). On its right coast, the Suebicium (Baltic)
Sea washes Areiartium tribes, which have the same traditions
and wear the same clothes as Suebi, but their language
shows a closer affinity with Britanni. They worship gods
mother and carry statuettes of wild boars, which serve
the sign of their faith and the army protecting them
from everything and protecting even from enemies in
turnmoil. They seldom use swords, more often-clubs.
They grow crops and other necessary plants more dili-
ently than the lazy Germani. They also make a good
search of the sea and are the only ones who gather
amber called glensum in shools and on its shores. As barbar-
ians they did not investigate the properties and origin
of amber and were ignorant of them. Amber had been
lying among other things washed ashore by the sea for
long centuries until our luxury gave a name to it. They
do not use amber themselves: gather its pieces, sell un-
processed and take a reward warranting. It is easy, how-
ever, to perceive that amber is tree resin, because some
beecles and insects stuck in hardening liquid remained
there and in frequent cases show through it. I suppose
that dense woods and forests, where incenses and bal-
sam flow, can be found not only in secluded Eastern
localities but also on Western islands and lands, where
the liquid tree resin, squeezed out by the rays of the hot
sun, flows (drops) to the nearest sea, and heavy storms
cast it to the opposite coast. If you try to test the pecu-
liarities of amber by sticking fire to it, ashes will blow
up like a pine, spreading rich, fragrant flame, but it will
melt in an instant turning into tar and resin..."

Some time later, the great PTOLEMAEUS presents a
sufficiently clear picture of the south-east coast of
the Baltic Sea in his maps.

VALERIUS MARTIALIS (42-102), a known Roman
poet of epigrams, wrote epigrams about amber inclu-
sions [Martialis, in epigrammata, p. 65, L. 5, p. 31; L. 6, p. 15]. The descriptions of inclusions with a
little bee and ant are particularly picturesque. Later on,
these epigrams charmed Renaissance scholars, and
M. Lomonosov was the first to translate them into Russian.
The description of an inclusion with a little frog
provokes a particularly great interest. The epigram
witnesses the production of their imitations (Artificial
inclusions with little 'frogs' and 'lizards' reached us from
N. Gendel's book on the carvings of amber inclusions
[18th cent.]), GALENUS (about 129-199), a popular Roman
doc-tor and scholar, described in his book the application
Amber in the Evolution of the Baltic Culture

Amber was one of the most important natural resources in the evolution of the Baltic culture. Since the oldest times it was known and exploited in various spheres of people’s activities. As an amulet or an adornment it adorned the people of primitive and tribal community. And later, with the expansion of international trade in amber, this object became important for commerce. The neighbouring Slavic and Celtic tribes took a liking to amber and widely exploited it. Archaeological investigations later acknowledged that amber following the routes of intertribal barter trade reached ancient states’ trade centres of the Mediterranean Sea and Asia Minor. In the slave-owners’ palaces, besides other jewelry [11], amber is mentioned as the symbol of wealth or value. The white amber seems to have had the greatest demand in the times of the Roman Empire [12], particularly with the growth of the ‘Amber Road’ stretching from the Baltic shores through Kurnuntum to Aquileia. The Baltic archaeological monuments of the period include considerably more Roman coins and other imported articles witnessing a mutual character of trade.

Later, following the fall of the slave-owning Roman Empire and the ruin of the old trade centres, amber through the trade relations of Boryshtenidae tribes reached Byzantium and other Arabian countries. [13] Therefore, larger Arabian science centres contain written facts on the Baltic amber and other species of amber resins. [14] In the late Middle Ages, when the Order of Crusaders gradually occupied almost the whole of Baltic Eastern territory and appropriated the right to collect amber, trading in amber ceased. The Baltic amber was mainly used in the sphere of religious worship for making rosaries and other small church attributes. It was particularly abundantly used for inclusions.

Only with the fall of the Order of Crusaders, the 15th century, Baltic amber countries more actively expanded their trade relations with Western European countries. Baltic amber provoked attention again. In the land under the rule of Crusaders, the first Prussian Duke Albrecht, who with the intention of increasing his income gave permission to expand guilds and shops for processing amber and leased the rights to merchant to trade in amber, gained the monopoly in amber. [15]

The era of Baltic amber was natural sciences and the growth of the mining industry manufactories under the influence of Renaissance humanism and Reformation ideas, interest in the investigations into amber grew again. Besides books on general mineralogy, even seven monographs only on amber appeared in the second half of the 16th century. The first monograph was published in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad) in 1551. Its author, doctor of medicine from Wrocław (Breslau) Andreas Ausfauer was the first to collect and accurately systematize all the information of the period on amber in nineteen chapters of his book. In respect of its scientific standard, Ausfauer’s work ranks among the best monographs of the period, which due to its methodological form came close to today’s classical scientific works. The beginning of the book is devoted to a detailed survey of the names used for amber from ancient times to the author’s days. Besides ancient and Arabic names, he includes for the first time a dialectal name Gaster used by the local Sudovians. Ausfauer presented 50 names for amber and explained their meaning and origin.

In another chapter he described the entire amber discovery and extraction places known in that period. The author seems to have communicated with local Sudovians and described the processing of amber at great length. He made the first attempts to classify the species of amber according to their morphological forms and the shades of their trade gradation. The most valuable in Ausfauer’s days was white or ‘bone’ amber mainly used in medical practice.

On the basis of the mineralogical classification of fossil resin worked out by his contemporary George Agricola (Georg Bauer), Ausfauer refrained the views of ancient authors on the vegetable origin of amber, considering them wrong. He attributed amber to bituminous tar or so-called ‘mountain wax’ (astringent, charuite, etc.) beside domerite, retinite and other resin of an organic origin. The basis for his mineralogical classification was not only a genetic link – combustibility and tar origin. To be sure, there were other reasons as well. The mineralogists of those days wondered that coalfields contained retinites and ‘ambers’ of fossil tar, the genesis of which has not been fully explained up to now. Particularly rich deposits of the mentioned substances were discovered in brown coalfields. This was the reason which stimulated the investigators to include all the fossil tars into a joint resin group of a bituminous origin. Therefore, in Ausfauer’s opinion, amber (Bornstein) is close to gaggots (Agate) and another stone of a bituminous origin. It is of a lustreless glitter and is easily processed like amber (even today all the extracted resin is sometimes called amber irrespective of its geological age and the
conditions of formation). [18] The views of Agricola and Auffaber on the origin of amber witness the achievements in the sphere of geology and mineralogy, which were followed by the majority of the 16th-17th century investigators. The second part of the book refers to the curative properties of amber. Auffaber includes a lot of ancient medical and Arabian doctors’ recipes, whereas ‘amber balsam’ is used in medical practice beside folk medicine incenses and massage. In Auffaber’s days chemists were enough qualified to make amber acid and amber salt used in medicine up to our times. Thus, A. Auffaber’s monograph not only generalized empirical data on the investigations into amber but also formed a serious scientific basis for its further studies. Original hints of the morphological properties of amber at drops (Tropfen) and other forms can be discovered in Caspar Poicerous’ [19] study, where he makes an attempt to analyse the process of amber formation. Here the author highlights a diversity of amber shades. In other books on mineralogy amber is attributed to bituminous tar. For example C. Encelius, following the views of ancient scholars, was of the opinion that amber was formed of conifer’s (Pinus) resin, and gagate was bituminous tar or oil product. [20] Active studies gave an incentive to researchers to accumulate mineralogical collections, which served as the basis for the formation of the collections with amber inclinations. Conrad Gesner [21] was the first to accumulate and publish collections of inclusions, and his contemporary Dan Hermann described artificial inclusions. [22] At that period of time plant remains re mains hardened in Baltic amber, described in J. Wigand’s book [23] published in 1590, also provoked a great enough interest in them. Some time later, A. Casalpinus (Andreas Caesarinus De metallicis, lib. IV. IV. Roma, 1690) in his book on mineralogy quotes Tacitus’ words about Baltic forests on a Northern coast, copiously producing resin, which gets into the sea at storms and is cast to the Sambian coasts. A great attention to the study of natural sciences is devoted in the works published in the 17th century. It was the time when more than thirty works and articles only on amber were written and published, where, besides a fashionable critique of ancient authors, the conclusions of Auffaber’s and other researchers’ works of the 16th century were presented in various versions without a primary source. The work of Anselm Boëtius Boot, where he pinpointed a mineralogical place of amber in the systematization of extracted tar [24], distinguishes itself among works describing a mineralogical classification of amber. He thinks that the name ‘amber’ includes the majority of tars of different origin: some species of amber found along coal originated from oil, those called ambra emerged from the fat of sea creatures, but the basic part of those discovered on the Baltic shores are hardened in the fire of 1849. The extraordinary professor of medicine Philip Jacob Hartmann presented a big two-part work [25] devoted to the most comprehensive description of amber. In his book (p. 291) he thoroughly examines the issues of amber: he provides the data known by ancient and medieval scholars, surveys the works of earlier authors and his contemporaries. Hartmann was the first to get a deeper insight into the morphological peculiarities of amber, recommending them to apply for an artistic processing of amber. Like the refutation of the natural origin of amber, Hartmann advanced a new hypothesis concerning the origin of amber based on practical observations, which continued the theory of a mineralogical origin of amber worked out by earlier investigators. Hartmann is of the opinion that amber might have formed of tars rich in oil and gas mixed with salts dropping in liquid form on fossil remains of the trees. With the evaporation of gas, this mass, as he assumed, would harden and turn into amber. The shades of amber are determined by the amount of salts in this mixture (white amber contains the greatest amount of salts). With respect to scientific, Hartmann established great valuable data in his description of amber extraction illustrated by an impressive engraving. At the end of the second edition of the work, the author attached the catalogue of references, which has a great scientific bibliographical value. The early 18th century witnessed the publication of several new articles. [27] They deal with the remains of charred wood and those of other vegetable origin found in amber discovery places and amber itself. [28] On the basis of these articles and other investigations, Caspar H. Rappolt, a Königsberg University professor, came to the conclusion [29] that amber might have formed at the time of coast forest fires, when the masses of resin flowing from resinous trees got to a damp forest soil. Besides, the author assumes that resin would also form of scorchered tree trunks, which due to the sun used to be particularly fluid, creating a possibility for various insects and vegetable remains to get into it. Later, resin would harden and sea storms would cover it with sand dunes or wash to the bottom. These conclusions deserved the attention of even the 19th century researchers. The first large-scale monograph on inclusions (in respect of its form and preciousness, a folio book) was published in 1742 in Leipzig [30]. Its author N. Sendel, who lived in Elbing (Ełbong) for a long time, completed a valuable collection in those days, featuring the specimen of inclusions and morphological amber samples, which were hardened in the fire of 1849. It is only the splendid engravings at the end of the book that cast some light on this collection. The systemization was systematized according to the content of inclusions into two major parts: inclusions with the remains of insects and inclusions with vegetable, mineral remains, and amber specimen with morphological features. Whereas inclusions with insects were classified into three appropriate subclasses: 1. winged (flying) insects, 2. earth insects and 3. water creatures, amber falsifications and unrecognized inclusions. The second part of the book features inclusions with vegetable remains, various inclusions of mineral origin (water drops in amber), morphological specimens of amber with the ornaments of inner textures and drops of amber. The last table of illustrations includes the prints of four Roman amber statuettes. The book contains much data on the earlier studies and descriptions of amber inclusions, which together with the prints of inclusions and other materials are greatly valuable in the history of investigations into amber. Besides, the book presents the description of false inclusions (known as amberlachen times) and their identification methods. Among later works on the investigations into amber inclusions rank C. Linne’s works published in 1735, which deserve a great scientific significance. They presented a general flora and fauna classification system worked out by the great Swedish naturalist. It served as the basis for the systematization of inclusion collections. It is worthy of mention that C. Linne was well stored with facts [31] for the substantiation of the origin of amber. In his work made in 1757 at the Petersburg Academy of Sciences, M. V. Lomonosov argued convincing that amber is the resin of certain trees. In his book, he later published work [32] on the strata of earth he elucidated the formation of amber at greater length. The 18th century scientific works on amber were crowned with F. S. Bock’s monograph, which thoroughly demonstrated the data collected by investigators throughout long centuries and the carried out theoretical generalizations of scientific data [33]. The prominent professor of Königsberg University F. S. Bock directed the work of the State Mineralogy Cabinet, which possessed a valuable collection of the morphological specimen of amber and inclusions. After the study of all special literature on amber, Bock collected valuable facts proving the processes of amber formation, its chemical composition, physical properties and a host of other facts concerning the history of amber. The book, which was authored by the author presented and generalized the whole of the data accumulated in his investigations and observations. The book concluded with a scientific catalogue of amber collections. The merit of the catalogue lies in its topical scientific significance. In comparison with the publication of D. H. Pascha’s, his forerunner’s collections of the Amber Cabinet [34], F. S. Bock’s catalogue was the publication of the collections witnessing their great scientific virtues. This book was the last thorough description of amber, which seemed to complete the cycle of the 17th-18th century monographs on amber. In the early 19th century some articles on narrower problems of amber emerged in special scientific literature on the study of amber. The first cycle of articles devoted to the solutions of economic goals in the sphere of amber extraction and exploitation [35] was published by K. G. Hagen. These articles contained a lot of historical and statistical data from old chronicles and other 15th-18th century written sources about the gathering of amber, various methods of its extraction, the sorting and preparation of raw material for production. They also specify the time, place and circumstances of the discovery of unique amber pieces. A large-sized study on amber and other fossil resin [36] was published in 1816 in Cologne. Its author, a famous authority on natural science – Professor of chemistry J. F. John, availing himself of the newest achievements of chemistry, explored a chemical composition of amber, its physical properties, the preserved organic remains and other issues related to the morphology of amber. His scientific conclusions laid a solid foundation for the present-day investigations on amber. Original investigations into chemical properties of amber were continued by J. P. Grafenvatter [37], and later – by I. I. Berzetius [38], whose published results greatly complemented J. F. John’s study. Quite a great contribution to scientific studies of amber was made by scientific societies established in two big centres for the studies of amber: in Danzig (Gdansk) famous for its amber processing masters since old times and Königsberg, where investigators accumulated collections of amber and other science-related things.
J. C. Aycke, the founder of the Danzig Investigators’ Society, who made up mineralogical collections of this Society, explored amber for long years and generalized his studies in his book published in 1835. In his work the author makes a lengthy description of the morphological processes of amber. He also thoroughly analyses the remains of fauna and flora preserved at the time of the secretion of amber resin. He was also the first to more comprehensively study the processes of amber decay and its causes. At the end of the book he presents a concise description of the sorting and processing of amber.

A further attention of the Danzig investigators was focused on palaeontological and palaeobotanical explorations of the organic remains preserved in amber. G. K. Berendt, a long-standing member of the Society, began his studies of amber inclusions publishing a small book. [46] Later in partnership with a group of other investigators he published a big two-part work in two volumes, summarizing his studies of amber inclusions in the course of many years. [41] H. R. Goepert and A. Menge presented a monographic description of vegetable amber inclusions after completing a detailed study on anatomic composition of wood. The comparison of their data with today’s coating led them to the conclusion that amber resin was secreted by several species of conifers. They offered a scientific characteristic of the conifer wood remains preserved in amber as well as the growing conditions of the trees in the forest that had produced amber resin. Wood remains among various vegetable remains preserved in amber became the focus of investigators’ attention. Upon a thorough examination of the wood preserved in amber, H. Conventzer, director of the Danzig Museum, wrote a monograph on Baltic forests rich in amber. In this monograph he analysed only the organically related to amber fragments of bark, wood and other substances, which could secure resin themselves. In Conventzer’s view, the remains of wood preserved in amber with the properties of resinous trees are the plants which secreted amber (resinit) resin as a substance for the formation of amber throughout centuries. The book is splendidly illustrated with colour illustrations placed in 18 tables. All the present-day descriptions of amber are based on the conclusions of this monograph. The Danzig-based scientists O. Helm and R. Dihn wrote a series of articles devoted mainly to the mineralogical study of amber and other fossil resins. They later appeared in a periodic publication (1878-1927) of the Society. The researches on amber were greatly influenced by the Society of Physicists and Economists established by the Königsberg naturalists in 1789. It accumulated a large collection of mineralogical fossils and announced its researches in the periodic publication of the Society. Among the members of the Society ranked such prominent researchers of amber as G. Zadzach, G. Berendt, R. Klebo, A. Jentzsch and a great many of others, who on the basis of private collections and those owned by the Society founded a Mineralogy Museum in 1822 as the centre for scientific studies.

Ch. Darwin’s theories and the appearance of his On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection made a tremendous impact on the completion of collections of amber inclusions and their study. V. Sierderker was the first to draw attention to amber inclusions as a means of casting light on Darwin’s theory. It provoked an enthusiastic collecting and study of amber inclusions joined by such outstanding scientists as G. Zadzach, G. L. Mayr, H. Loew, G. Kunow and their numerous followers. The periodical publication of the Society (Schriften der Physikalisch-ökonomenischen Gesellschaft zu Königsberg) included quite a number of important articles and monographic studies among which ranker. H. Loew’s monographic study on dipterous birds [44] G. L. Mayr’s on ants [45], T. Cockerell’s on hymenoptera [46], G. Ulmer’s on ephemeris and the studies on other eutymological groups of inclusions.

Scientific data on a geological composition of the strata rich in amber, the formation of its deposits and other conclusions concerning their discovery places were presented by G. Zadzach [48] and other geologists among them A. Jentzsch [49], F. Kaunohenow [1914], and O. Linsow [1922].

Following World War I, the studies on amber were continued by the Königsberg Mineralogy Museum which was issuing a non-periodical publication. [50] Two monographs published by K. Andrie [51] and A. Rohde [52] were of considerable interest.

In Lithuania amber attracted scientists’ attention only after World War I. The first short book on amber was published in 1922. Its author Prof. P. Matulionis added some concise facts about amber and its importance for Lithuanians. The economist J. Kackelas wrote a larger monograph on the extraction of amber and economic problems in 1933. In the post-war years, the investigations initiated by Kackelas were successfully continued by J. Dagnys, who presented a dissertation (1948) on economic issues of amber (Unfortunately, this rather comprehensive manuscript was not published). Later, on the basis of the works by J. Kackelas and J. Dagnys, the economist J. Babuys wrote and published his dissertation (1957).

Amber in the Light of Current Studies

A more explicit history of the formation of amber was described in the articles and monographs of the 19th century authors due to the progress in the fields of geology, palaeontology, geography, history, archaeology, chemistry and other branches of science. Our contemporaries, exploiting the latest achievements in the sphere of science and technology, specified a number of aspects concerning a complex biography of amber.

On the basis of the mentioned facts, amber is regarded to be the extracted tree resin without any crystallographic features, containing 2-7% of amber acid in its composition. Such is the Baltic amber called succinitas since Plinius’ times.

According to the data presented by the science of geology, amber formed some 45-50 million years ago of the coniferous tree resin. In scientific works such trees are often referred to as Pinus succinum. In Paleogone period the forests with such trees must have grown in the south-western valleys of the old Fenlandian continent.

With the great changes in the climatic conditions (possibly due to the sea transgression or the influence of the Gulf Stream), the climate grew warmer and the amount of moisture increased. In the result of a higher air temperature, coniferous trees abundantly secreting resin grew sickly and gave forest areas to subropical leaf-bearing trees, which could grow in a warmer climate.

The secreted resin under the conditions of a warm climate, due to the evaporation of volatile terpenes would quickly harden and later get to a damp forest soil together with wood remains.

During frequent floods, forest soils together with resin and wood remains were washed away by water streams and carried to a semienclosed sea bay by rivers and then deposited. Forming glauconitic sea sand sediments called the ‘Blue Soil’. Over millions of years the resin affected by various physical and chemical environmental factors underwent changes turning into the Baltic amber. Later climatic changes more than once altered the map of land continent and the sea, and the washed away amber again travelled by sea, forming various deposits of sediments in a much wider geographical area. The basic places of the Baltic amber discovery, however, remained in the Sambian peninsula.

One can find valuable scientific facts about amber in the publications of foreign researchers such as J. H. Langenheim, C. W. Beck, G. O. Poimara, R. Zadziowski, R. Schruiter, V. G. Kovalov and others.

In Lithuania, comprehensive researches into the geological and mineralogical properties of the Baltic amber were carried out by Dr. V. Katinas, who generalized them in his monograph [53] and in his later published work. [54] On the basis of the copious factual data of the conducted researches, he formed new aspects of amber genesis, thoroughly featuring the stratigraphy of the deposits of the South Baltic amber as well as their lithological characteristics.

Besides, upon a detailed analysis of the fossil conditions under which the places of amber discovery were formed V. Katinas continues geological and morphological researches on amber and other extracted resin. At present, they are being continued by other researchers palaeontological researches on amber and other fossil resin inclusions. Among numerous scientific publications, the works of Dr. S. Podenas, an entomologist of the Vilnius University Department of Zoology, distinguish themselves by their maturity. With the expansion of the industry of amber adornments and souvenirs, an interest in this unique nature creation has not decreased in Lithuania. The opening of the Amber Museum in Palanga in 1963 was followed by a methodical completion of amber collections. A great part of these collections include morphological, geological and unique specimen of amber for its further study and the elucidation of various issues in the sphere of natural sciences. Another part of the museum’s collections consists of amber articles and the means of its processing, reflecting various historical periods. A particularly valuable in a scientific respect is the collection of archaeological amber finds, the accumulation of which goes back as far as the late 19th century.

On the basis of amber collections, the museum features a permanent exposition, which has become a popular centre for the information on amber.
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